Modern distributed systems often rely on so called weakly-consistent databases, which achieve scalability by sacrificing the consistency guarantee of distributed transaction processing. Such databases have been formalised in two different styles, one based on abstract executions and the other based on dependency graphs. The choice between these styles has been made according to intended applications: the former has been used to specify and verify the implementation of these databases, and the latter to prove properties of programs running on top of the databases. In this paper, we present a set of novel algebraic laws (i.e. inequations) that connect these two styles of specifications; the laws relate binary relations used in a specification based on abstract executions, to those used in a specification based on dependency graphs. We then show that this algebraic connection gives rise to so called robustness criteria, conditions which ensures that a program running on top of a weakly-consistent database does not exhibit anomalous behaviours due to this weak consistency. These criteria make it easy to reason about programs running on top of these databases, and may become a basis for dynamic or static program analyses. For a certain class of consistency models, we prove that the converse of this implication holds, i.e. our criteria are complete. 
Introduction
Modern distributed systems often rely on databases that achieve scalability by sacrificing the consistency guarantee of distributed transaction processing. These databases are said to implement weak consistency models. Such weakly-consistent databases allow for faster transaction processing, but exhibit anomalous behaviours, which do not arise under a database with a strong consistency guarantee, such as serialisability. Two important problems for the weakly-consistent databases are: (i) to find elegant formal specifications of their consistency models and to prove that these specifications are correctly implemented by protocols used in the databases; (ii) to develop effective reasoning techniques for applications running on top of such databases. These problems have been tackled by using two different formalisms, which model the run-time behaviours of weakly-consistent databases differently. When the goal is to verify the correctness of a protocol implementing a weak consistency model, the run-time behaviour of a distributed database is often described in terms of abstract executions [8] , which abstracts away low-level implementation details of the database ( §2). An example of abstract execution is depicted in Figure 1 ; ignore the bold edges for the moment. It comprises four transactions, T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , XX:2 Algebraic Laws for Weak Consistency and S; transaction T 0 initializes the value of an object acct to 0; transactions T 1 and T 2 update the value of acct to 50 and 25, respectively, after reading its initial value; transaction S reads the value of acct. In this abstract execution, both the updates of T 1 and T 2 are VISible to transaction S, as witnessed by the two VIS-labelled edges: T 1 VIS Ý Ý Ñ S and T 2 VIS Ý Ý Ñ S. On the other hand, the update of T 1 is not visible to T 2 , and vice versa, as indicated by the absence of an edge labelled with VIS that relates these transactions. Intuitively, the absence of such an edge means that T 1 and T 2 are executed concurrently. Because S sees T 1 and T 2 , as indicated by VIS-labelled edges from T 1 and T 2 to S, the result of reading the value of acct in S must be one of the values written by T 1 and T 2 . However, because these transactions are concurrent, there is a race, or conflict, between them. The AR-labelled edge connecting T 1 to T 2 , is used to ARbitrate the conflict: it states that the update of T 1 is older than the one of T 2 , hence the query of acct performed by S returns the value written by the latter.
The style of specifications of consistency models in terms of abstract executions can be given by imposing constraints over the relations VIS, AR ( §2.1). A set of transactions T " tT 1 , T 2 ,¨¨¨u (possibly equipped with a relation defining the order in which some transactions have been issued by client programs), called history, is allowed by a consistency model specification if it is possible to exhibit two witness relations VIS, AR over T such that the resulting abstract execution satisfies the constraints imposed by the specification. For example, serialisability can be specified by requiring that the relation VIS should be a strict total order. The set of transactions tT 0 , T 1 , T 2 , Su from Figure  1 is not serialisable: it is not possible to choose a relation VIS such that the resulting abstract execution relates the transactions T 1 , T 2 and the results of the reads are consistent with visible updates.
Specifications of consistency models using abstract executions have been used in the work on proving the correctness of protocols implementing weak consistency models, as well as on justifying operational, implementation-dependent descriptions of these models [7, 8, 9, 11, 15] .
The second formalism used to define weak consistency models is based on the notion of dependency graphs [1] , and it has been used for proving properties of client programs running on top of a weakly-consistent database. Dependency graphs capture the data dependencies of transactions at run-time ( §3); the transactions tT 0 , T 1 , T 2 , Su depicted above, together with the bold edges but without normal edges, constitute an example of dependency graph. The edge T 2
WRpacctq

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ S
1 means that the read of acct in transaction S returns the value written by transaction T 2 , and the edges 
WWpacctq
Ý ÝÝÝÝÝ Ñ T 2 denotes a write-write dependency, and says that the write to acct in T 2 supersedes the write to the same object in T 1 . The remaining edges T 1
RWpacctq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ T 2 and T 2
RWpacctq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ T 1 express read-write anti-dependencies. The former means that T 1 reads a value for object acct which is older than the value written by T 2 .
When using dependency graphs, consistency models are specified as sets of transactions (or histories) for which there exist WR, WW, RW relations that satisfy certain properties, usually stated as particular relations being acyclic [4, 12] . Because dependencies of transactions can be overapproximated at the compilation time, specifications of consistency models in terms of dependency graphs have been widely used for manually or automatically reasoning about properties of client programs running on top of weakly-consistent databases [1, 14, 24] . They have also been used in the complexity and undecidability results for verifying implementations of consistency models [5] .
Our ultimate aim is to reveal a deep connection between these two styles of specifying weak consistency models, which was hinted at for specific consistent models in the literature. Such a connection would, for instance, give us a systematic way to derive a specification of a weak consistency model based on dependency graphs from the specification based on abstract executions, while ensuring that the original and the derived specifications are equivalent in a sense. In doing so, it would enable us to prove properties about client programs of a weakly-consistent database using techniques based on dependency graphs [5, 12, 13] even when the consistency model of the database is specified in terms of abstract executions.
In this paper, we present our first step towards this ultimate aim. We describe a novel algebraic connection between the two styles of specifications for weak consistency models. We present several algebraic laws (i.e. inequations) that relate the relations used in the specifications based on abstract executions, to dependencies and anti-dependencies used in the specifications based on dependency graphs. For several consistency models, these laws give rise to so called robustness criteria for client programs, conditions ensuring that a program only exhibits serialisable behaviours even when it runs under a weak consistency model [4, 6, 14] . These criteria are derived as follows. Our algebraic laws for a consistency model imply that the model satisfies properties of the form R X Id Ď H, where R is an expression from the Kleene Algebra with Tests [17] whose ground terms are binary relations between transactions, and tests are over properties of transactions. These properties in turn give a necessary condition for the presence of cycles in dependency graphs in the model. The robustness criterion is derived from this condition.
One key insight in our algebraic laws is that there is a correspondence between the AR relation and a novel relation that we call anti-visibility, which encompasses anti-dependencies. The exact nature of this relation depends from the specification of a particular consistency model. To keep the discussion simple, we adopt causal consistency [20] as the weakest consistency model; we discuss a possible generalisation to all consistency models in Appendix B.
Abstract Executions
We consider a database storing objects in Obj " tx, y,¨¨¨u, which for simplicity we assume to be integer valued. Client programs can interact with the database by executing operations from a set Op, grouped inside transactions. We leave the set Op unspecified, apart from requiring that it contains read and write operations over objects: twritepx, nq, readpx, nq | x P Obj, n P Nu Ď Op.
Histories. To specify a consistency model, we first define the set of all client-database interactions allowed by the model. We start by introducing (run-time) transactions and histories, which record such interactions in a single computation. Transactions are elements from a set T " tT, S,¨¨¨u; the operations executed by transactions are given by a function behav : T Ñ 2
Op , which maps a transaction T to a set of operations that are performed by the transaction and can be observed by other transactions. We often abuse notations and just write o P T (or T Q o) instead of o P behavpT q. We adopt similar conventions for O Ď behavpT q and O " behavpT q where O is a subset of operations.
We assume that transactions enjoy atomic visibility that says the following two requirements: for each object x, (i) a transaction S never observes two different writes to x from a single transaction T and (ii) it never reads two different values of x. Formally, the requirements are that if T Q pwrite x : nq and T Q pwrite x : mq, or T Q pread x : nq and T Q pread x : mq, then n " m. Our treatment of atomic visibility is taken from our previous work on transactional consistency models [11] . We point out that although we focus on transactions in distributed systems in the paper, our results apply to weak shared-memory models [2] ; there a transaction T is the singleton set of a read operation (T " tread x : nu), that of a write operation (T " twrite x : nu), or the set of read and write representing a compare and set operation (T " tread x : n, write x : mu).
For each object x, we let Writes x :" tT | Dn. pwrite x : nq P T u and Reads x :" tT | Dn, pread x : nq P T u be the sets of transactions that write to and read from x, respectively.
A session is a sequence of transactions. It represents that a client program executes several transactions in order. Formally, we model sessions using a relation on transactions:
relation SO Ď TˆT , called the session order, such that SO is the union of strict partial orders SO m for disjoint subsets of T . That is, there exist a partition tT 1 ,¨¨¨, T m u of T and strict total orders SO i on T i such that SO "
We write Histories for the set of histories. For each H :" pT , SOq, we let T H :" T and SO H :" SO. Consistency Models. A consistency model Γ is a specification about histories that may arise when client programs interact with the database. To define Γ formally, we use the notion of abstract executions, which are histories augmented with two relations, called visibility and arbitration. § Definition 2. An abstract execution X is a tuple pT , SO, VIS, ARq consisting of a history pT , SOq and relations VIS, AR Ď pTˆT q on transactions such that VIS Ď AR and AR is a strict total order.
We often write T VIS Ý Ý Ñ S for pT, Sq P VIS, and similarly for other relations. For each abstract execution X " pT , P O, VIS, ARq, we let H X :" pT , SOq, T X :" X , VIS X :" VIS, and AR X :" AR. We denote the set of abstract executions by Executions.
In an abstract execution X , T VIS X Ý ÝÝ Ñ S means that the read operations in S may depend on the updates of T , while T AR X Ý ÝÝ Ñ S means that the update operations of S supersede those performed by T . Intuitively, the requirement of AR being total in abstract executions is needed to ensure that two different transactions T, S with VIS´1pT q " VIS´1pSq get the same value when reading the same object x. This property is satisfied under the assumption that, in an abstract execution X , the value fetched by read operations in a transaction T is the most up-to-date one among all the values written by transactions visible to T . For simplicity, we assume that such a transaction always exists. § Definition 3. An abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq respects the Last Write Win policy, if for all T P T and all pread x : nq P T , the set T 1 :"`VIS´1pT q X Writes x˘i s not empty, and pmax AR pT 1 q Q write x : n where max AR pT 1 q is the AR-supremum of T 1 . § Definition 4. An abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq has the strong session guarantee if SO Ď VIS. It respects causality if VIS is transitive. An abstract execution X is valid if it respects causality, has strong session guarantees and satisfies the last write win policy.
The strong session guarantee and the causality hold for all abstract executions allowed by several interesting consistency models. They also simplify the mathematical development of our results. In Appendix B, we explain how our results can be generalised for consistency models that do not satisfy session guarantee and causality. Abstract executions hide low-level operational details of the interaction between client programs and weakly-consistent databases. This benefit has been exploited for proving that such databases implement intended consistency models [7, 8, 9, 11, 15] .
Specification of Weak Consistency Models
In this section we introduce a simple framework for specifying consistency models. Despite its simplicity, the framework is expressive enough to capture several consistency models for distributed databases [11, 19] , as well as consistency models for shared-memory concurrency [18] .
Formally, a consistency model is just a set of histories Γ Ď H. Such a consistency model is usually specified in two steps. First, we identify properties on abstract executions that formally express an informal consistency guarantee, and form a set with abstract executions satisfying the properties. Next, we project abstract executions in this set to underlying histories, and define a consistency model Γ to be the set of resulting histories.
The most important properties used for specifying consistency models often express the relationship between the AR and VIS relations of abstract executions that can be written as an inequation pR 1 ; AR X ; R 2 q Ď VIS X for some relations R 1 and R 2 . Here¨;¨is the standard operator for relation composition. The R 1 and R 2 relations in the inequation are always included in pAR X ?q, where¨? means the reflexive closure of a relation. Via inequation, they identify a case that transactions related by AR X are also related by VIS X . Formally, we introduce the notions of specification function and consistency guarantee to define properties for abstract executions such as the above inequation: § Definition 5. A function ρ : pHistoriesˆ2 pTˆTÑ 2 pTˆTq is a specification function if for every history H and relation R Ď T HˆTH , we have that ρpH, Rq " ρpH, T HˆTH q X R?. A consistency guarantee or simply guarantee is a pair of specification functions pρ, πq.
Each consistency guarantee pρ, πq induces a constraint between the relations VIS X and AR X of an abstraction execution X , namely, pρpH X , VIS X q ; AR ; πpH X , VIS XĎ VIS X . When X satisfies the inequation, we say that X satisfies the consistency guarantee pρ, πq. § Definition 6. A consistency model specification Σ or x-specification is a set of consistency guarantees tpρ i , π i qu iPI for some index set I.
We define ExecutionspΣq to be the set of abstract executions that satisfy all inequations induced by pρ, πq P Σ. We let modelOfpΣq :" tH X | X P ExecutionspΣqu. § Proposition 7. Let ρp¨,¨q be a specification function. For any H P Histories and R,
One useful consequence of Proposition 7(i) is that pρpH X , VIS X q ; AR X ; πpH X , VIS XĎ AR X for all abstract executions X . We also note that because of (7)(iii), specification functions are defined locally: ρpH X , VIS X q " Ť pT,SqPT X ρpH, tpT, Squq X VIS X ?. Examples of Consistency Model Specifications. Figure 2 shows several examples of specification functions and consistency guarantees. In the figure, Id is the identity relation over transactions, and we use the relations rT s :" tpT, T q | T P T u and ros :" tpT, T q | T Q ou for T Ď T and o P Op. The guarantees in the figure can be composed together to specify several consistency models:
rSerTxs ; AR ; rSerTxs Ď VIS Figure 2 Some Specification Functions and Consistency Guarantees we give some examples of them below. Causal Consistency: This is the weakest consistency model in the paper. It is specified by Σ CC " H. In this case, all abstract executions in ExecutionspΣ CC q respect causality. The execution in Figure 1 is an example in ExecutionspΣ CC q. Causal consistency has been implemented for georeplicated databases [20] . Our specification coincides with the one given in [11] . Red-Blue Consistency: This model extends causal consistency by marking a subset of transactions as serialisable, and ensuring that no two such transactions appear to execute concurrently. It is implemented in [19] . We model red-blue consistency via the x-specification Σ RB " tpρ S , ρ S qu: an element SerTx P Op is used to mark transactions as serialisable; executions X P ExecutionspΣ RB q require any two transactions T, S Q SerTx to be compared by VIS X . The abstract execution from Figure 1 is included in ExecutionspΣ RB q, but if were modified so that transactions T 1 , T 2 were marked as serialisable, then the result would not belong to ExecutionspΣ RB q. Red-blue consistency can be seen as a generalisation of the Strong Release Acquire weak memory model [18] , where fences are used instead of serialisable transactions. Parallel Snapshot Isolation (PSI): This model strengthens causal consistency by enforce the Write Conflict Detection property: transactions writing to one same object do not execute concurrently. PSI has been implemented in [22, 25] . We let Σ PSI " tpρ x , ρ x qu xPObj ; any execution Executions P Σ PSI is such that rWrites x s ; AR X ; rWrites x s Ď VIS X ; this specification is equivalent to the one presented in [11] . The execution presented in Figure 1 is not included in ExecutionspΣ PSI q. PSI admits several anomalies, such as the long fork and write skew (see [11] , or Appendix A), Snapshot Isolation (SI): This consistency model strengthens PSI by requiring that, in executions, the set of transactions visible to any transaction T is a prefix of the arbitration relation; it has been implemented in several commercial databases. It rules out the long fork anomaly, while still allowing the write skew. Formally, we let Σ SI " Σ PSI Y tpρ Id , ρ SI qu; the consistency guarantee pρ Id , ρ SI q ensures that any abstract execution X P ExecutionspSIq satisfies the property AR X ; VIS X Ď VIS X 3 ; in [11] , we have proved that this specification is equivalent to the original, operational one [3] , Total Store Order (TSO): This consistency models has been studied in the context of sharedmemory systems. From an operational point of view, in TSO updates performed in a thread are stored locally, and flushed into a main memory at a later time. Updates that have not been flushed to the main memory may still be observed by future events in the same thread. We interpret threads as sessions, and arbitration as the order in which operations are flushed into the main memory. The behaviour of TSO is captured by the x-specification Σ TSO " pρ Id , ρ TSO q: executions X P ExecutionspΣ TSO q are such that AR X ; pVIS X zSO X q Ď VIS X . Our specification is equivalent to the one proposed in [18] . Examples of anomalies allowed by TSO are given in Appendix A. We can strengthen TSO by introducing serialisable transactions, in the same way we did for red-blue consistency: this gives rise to the model Σ TSO`" tpρ Id , ρ TSO q, pρ S , ρ S qu, Serialisability: Executions in this consistency model require the visibility relation to be total. This can be formalised via the x-specification Σ SER :" tpρ Id , ρ Id qu. Any X P ExecutionspΣq SER is such that AR X Ď VIS X , thus enforcing VIS X to be a strict total order.
Dependency Graphs
We present another style of specification for consistency models based on dependency graphs, a generalisation of Serialisation Graphs introduced in [1] . These are structures that capture the datadependencies between transactions interacting with one same object; such dependencies can be over approximated at compilation time: for this reason, they have found use in static analysis [4, 12, 13, 14] for programs running under a weak consistency model. § Definition 8. A dependency graph is a tuple G " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq, where pT , SOq is a history and
2. WW : Obj Ñ 2 TˆT is such that for every x P Obj, WWpxq is a strict, total order over Writes x ;
Given a dependency graph G " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq, we let WR G :" WR, WW G :" WW, RW G :" RW. The set of all dependency graphs is denoted as Graphs. Sometimes, we commit an abuse of notation and use the symbol WR to denote the relation Ť xPObj WRpxq, and similarly for WW and RW. The actual meaning of WR will always be clear from the context. Let G P Graphs: T WR G pxq Ý ÝÝÝÝ Ñ S means that S reads the value of object x that has been written by T : by Definition 8, for any transaction S P Reads x there exists exactly one transaction T such that T WR G pxq Ý ÝÝÝÝ Ñ S. The relation WWpxq establishes a total order in which updates over object x are executed by transactions. The relation RWpxq takes the name of anti-dependency; T RWpxq Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ S means that transaction T fetches some value for object x, but this is later updated by S. Given an abstract execution X , we can extract a dependency graph graphpX q such that H graphpX q " H X . § Definition 9. Let X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq be an execution. For x P Obj, we define graphpX q " pT , SO, WR X , WW X , RW X q, where:
For any valid abstract execution X , graphpX q is a dependency graph. Specification of Consistency Models using Dependency Graphs. We interpret a dependency graph G as a labelled graph whose vertices are transactions in T x , and whose edges are pairs of the form T
To specify a consistency model, we define a style of specifications of consistency models in two steps. We first identify one or more conditions to be satisfied by dependency graphs: such conditions require cycles of a certain form not to appear in a dependency graph. Then we define a consistency model by projecting the set of dependency graphs satisfying the imposed conditions into the underlying histories. This style of specification is reminiscent of the one used in the CAT [2] language for formalising weak memory models. In the following we treat the relations SO G , WR G pxq G , WW G pxq, RW G pxq both as set-theoretic relations, and as edges of a labelled graph. § Definition 11. A Dependency graph based specification, or simply g-specification, is a set ∆ " tδ 1 ,¨¨¨, δ n u, where for each i " 1,¨¨¨, n, δ i : Graphs Ñ 2 pTˆTq is such that for any
Given a g-specification ∆, we define Graphsp∆q " tG P Graphs | @δ P ∆. δpGq X Id " Hu, and we let modelOfp∆q " tpT , SOq | DWR, WW, RW. pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq P Graphsp∆qu.
The requirement imposed over the functions δ 1 ,¨¨¨, δ n ensures that, whenever pT, Sq P δ i pGq, for some dependency graph G, then there exists a path in G, that connects T to S. For ∆ " tδ i u n i"1 and G P Graphs, The requirement that δ i pGq X Id " H means that G does not contain any cycle
Examples of g-specifications of consistency models.. Below we give some examples of g-specifications for the consistency models presented in §2. § Theorem 12.
Proof. (1) says that serialisable histories admit a dependency graph with no cycles: it has been proved in [21] . (2) says that histories in Σ PSI are those that admit graphs whose all cycles have at least two anti-dependencies. It has been proved in [4] . (3) says that histories in Σ SI are those that admit graphs whose cycles have at least two consecutive anti-dependencies. whose in [12] : histories in Σ SI are those that admit cycles where anti-dependencies are consecutive. đ Figure 3 Algebraic laws satisfied by an abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq. Here H " pT , SOq, and graphpX q " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq. The inequalities in part (d) are valid under the assumption that X P Executionsptρ, πuq.
Algebraic Laws for Weak Consistency
Having two different styles for specifying consistency models gives rise to the following problems: Weak Correspondence Problem: given a x-specification Σ, determine a non-trivial g-specification ∆ which over-approximates Σ, that is such that modelOfpΣq Ď modelOfp∆q. Strong Correspondence Problem: Given a x-specification Σ, determine an equivalent g-specification ∆, that is such that modelOfpΣq " modelOfp∆q.
We first focus on the weak correspondence problem, and we discuss the strong correspondence problem in §5. This problem is not only of theoretical interest; determining a g-specification ∆ that over-approximates a x-specification Σ corresponds to establish one or more conditions satisfied by all cycles of dependency graphs from the set tgraphpX q | X P ExecutionspΣqu; cycles in a dependency graph which do not respect such a condition are called Σ-critical, and graphs which admit a Σ-critical cycle cannot be obtained from abstract executions in ExecutionspΣq. One can ensure that an application running under the model Σ is robust, i.e. it only produces serialisable behaviours, by checking for the absence of Σ-critical cycles at static time [4, 14] .
Robustness of an application can also be checked at run-time, by incrementally constructing the dependency graph of executions, and detecting the presence of Σ-critical cycles [6] .
General Methodology. Given a x-specification Σ, we infer several algebraic laws that are satisfied by all the executions in ExecutionspΣq; these are depicted in Figure 3 , and are discussed presently. Some of the algebraic laws we develop identify irreflexive relations in abstract executions, or they are inclusions of the form R Ď R 1 : in particular, some of these laws ((c.5), (c.6), (c.7), (c.8)) define how to over-approximate the dependencies and anti-dependencies in the underlying dependency graph graphpX q of an abstract execution X .
Together with the axioms of the Kleene Algebra p2 TˆT , H, Id, Y, ;,¨˚q, and those of the boolean algebra (2 TˆT , H, TˆT, Y, X,¨q, the equations of Figure 3 constitute a powerful tool to derive Σ-critical cycles of an arbitrary x-specification Σ: more precisely, they can be used to derive functions δ such that modelOfpΣq Ď modelOfptδuq. We give examples of applications to various consistency models later in this section.
Technical Development. The algebraic laws that we derive are depicted in Figure 3 : Figure 3 (a) contains basic properties of the operator r¨s. In Figure 3 (b) we state simple properties of dependencies and anti-dependencies of dependency graphs underlying abstract executions. We give the proof of the validity of Appendix C. The equations in Figure 3 (c) are satisfied by all valid abstract executions X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq; the proof of their validity is also given in Appendix C. Of particular interest are the equations Equations (c.6), (c.7) and (c.9): the first two approximate WR X , WW X with VIS X , AR X , respectively; the last equation means that if T RW X pxq Ý ÝÝÝÝ Ñ S, then T does not see a version of x that is newer than the one it reads. These three equations together are equivalent to the last write win property. § Proposition 13. An abstract execution X is valid iff it satisfies equations (c.6), (c.7) and (c.9).
Another equation of interest from Figure 3 (c) is (c.8), which over-approximates RW X via the
The importance of this relation, which we call anti-visibility, is highlighted in the next set of rule we discuss, Figure 3 
(d).
In contrast with other equations, which are satisfied by any valid abstract executions, those presented in Figure 3 (d) are satisfied only by those abstract executions X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq that satisfy the consistency guarantee pρ, πq:
show that there is a correspondence between anti-visibility and arbitration, and that the nature of which depends from the definition of the consistency guarantee pρ, πq. § Proposition 14. For any abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq, where
However, the former case is not possible; in this case we would have S
ÝÝÝÑ S. Therefore, it has to be T AR Ý Ý Ñ S. The proof of this Proposition is depicted to the right: dashed edges represent the consequences of assuming S AR Ý Ý Ñ T , while the pair pT 1 , S 1 q P VIS´1 is represented as the crossed edge labelled VIS, which connects S 1 to T 1 , to emphasize the fact that
ÝÝÝÑ S, and S ρpH,pTˆT
Because X P ExecutionspΣq, and
ÝÝÝÑ S by hypothesis, hence the contradiction. A graphical representation of the proof is given to the right: here dashed edges are implied by the assumption that S VIS Ý Ý Ñ T . đ Together with Equation (c.8), the equations from Figure 3 establish a correspondence between anti-dependencies arbitration. This correspondence is at the core of the proof that certain relations are irreflexive in a consistency models, as we show next.
Applications. The algebraic laws of Figure 3 can be used to reason about different consistency models. To support this claim, we give a proof of irreflexive relations in several consistency models, which in turn lead to robustness criteria: many of the theorems below are already known in the literature; others represent an improvement over previously known results.
Due to lack of space, complete proofs are deferred to Appendix C. In the following, we always let X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq, and graphpX q " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq. § Theorem 15. Let X P ExecutionspΣ SER q. Then graphpX q has no cycles: pSO Y WR Y WW Y RWq`X Id " H.
Proof. This result was first proved in [21] . We give an alternative, algebraic proof. Recall that Σ SER " tpρ Id , ρ Id qu. For the guarantee pρ Id , ρ Id q, Equation (d.2) is instantiated to pRWzIdq Ď AR; together with Equation (b.6), this gives RW Ď AR, from which Theorem 15 trivially follows.
đ § Theorem 16. Let X P ExecutionspΣ SI q. Then all cycles in graphpX q contain two consecutive RW edges; that is, ppSO Y WR Y WWq ; RW?q`X Id Ď H.
Proof. This result was first proved in [14] . We gave an algebraic proof of the same result in [12] , which we outline here: from the set of guarantees tpρ x , ρ x qu xPObj we can infer, using Equation
2) for the guarantee pρ Id , ρ SI q and Equation (c.8), we have that we get VIS ; RW Ď AR; putting these two facts together we get pSO Y WR Y WWq ; RW?q Ď AR, from which pSO Y WR Y WWq ; RW?q`X Id Ď H follows. đ § Theorem 17. Let X P ExecutionspΣ PSI q: then (i) graphpX q does not admit cycles with at most one edge labelled as RW, namely ppSO Y WR Y WWq`; RW?q X Id Ď H; and (ii) cycles with more RW edges in graphpX q have at least two edges labelled as RWpxq, RWpyq where x ‰ y, namely for all
Proof. Both statements were originally proved in [4] , and they can be proved algebraically using the equations from Figure 3 . We give a sketch of the proof of (ii): given x P Obj, we can proceed as in Theorem 16 to prove that pSO Y WR Y WWq Ď VIS. Also, from the consistency guarantee pρ x , ρ x q we can infer rWrites x s ; VIS? ; RWpxq Ď VIS ; rWrites x s, and VIS? ; RWpxq Ď VIS´1 ; rWrites x s. Using these facts, we can show that ppVIS? ; RWpxqq ; pVIS? ; RWq`q X Idq Ď pVIS ; VISq`X Id Ď H, from which the claim follows. from which the result follows.
đ § Theorem 18. Let X P ExecutionspΣ RB q. Then all cycles in graphpX q are such that any two transactions marked as serialisable are connected by at least one edge R 1 labelled RW, and another edge R 2 which can be marked either as RW or as WW. That is, (i) ppSO Y WRq`; RW?q X Id " H, and (ii) define ,R-" rSerTxs ; pSO Y WRq˚; R ; pSO Y WRq˚; rSerTxs:
Proof. A less precise robustness criterion for red-blue consistency was proved in [4] . In contrast with our result, they require both the edges R 1 , R 2 from the statement above to have an end-point in a serialisable transaction. We prove that Equations (d.1) and (d.2), instantiated with the guarantee pρ S , ρ S q, imply that ,RW-Ď VIS, from which the claim follows.
đ § Theorem 19. Let X P ExecutionspΣ TSO`q ; then all cycles in graphpX q are such that any two transactions marked as serialisable are connected by one edge R 1 " RW, and another edge R 2 such that either R 2 " RW or R 2 " WW; also, if the transactions marked as serialisable are in different sessions, then R 2 precedes R 1 ; formally, define R " prSerTxs ; pSO Y WRq˚; R ; pSO Y WR Y WWq˚; rSerTxsqzp« H q where « H " pSO Y SO´1q?; then pSO Y WRq`X Id Ď H,
Proof. We can prove that ,RW-Ď VIS as in Theorem 18. Equation (d.3) for the guarantee pρ Id , ρ TSO q implies that pVIS´1 ; ARqzp« H q Ď AR. Because pSO Y WRq˚; RW Ď VIS´1, and pSOYWRYWWq˚Ď AR, then ppSOYWRq˚; RW ; pSOYWRYWWq˚qzp«´1 H q Ď AR. Because of Equation (d.1), instantiated with the guarantee pρ S , ρ S q, we get RW Ď VIS. Now it is easy to derive the irreflexivity of the relation above. đ
Characterisation of Simple Consistency Models
We now turn our attention to the Strong Correspondence Problem, presented in §4. In this Section we address the question of whether the algebraic laws developed in Section 4
(S10) Figure 4 The system of inequations SystempΣq for the simple consistency model Σ.
can be used to determine a sufficient condition to establish whether a dependency graph G can be obtained from an execution X allowed by a consistency model specification Σ. We give a positive answer for a small class of consistency model specifications, which we call simple. § Definition 20. A x-specification Σ is simple if there exists a consistency guarantee pρ, πq such that Σ Ď tpρ, πqu Y tpρ x , π x qu xPObj . Simple x-specifications contain at most one consistency guarantee, exception made for those guarantees establishing the write-conflict detection property for some object. Among all the consistency models we have presented, TSO`is the only non-simple one.
Our approach to solve the strong correspondence problem is summarised by the Theorem below: § Theorem 21. Let Σ be a simple x-specification, and let G inGraphs. We define a system of inequations System Σ pGq, in two variables X V and X A , depicted in Figure 4 , which has the following properties: let pX V " VIS, X A " ARq be a solution to System Σ pGq; if AR X Id " H, then 1. the quadruple P :" pT G , SO G , VIS, ARq satisfies all the constraints required by abstract executions belonging to the set ExecutionspΣq, exception made for AR being a total relation (we still ensure that AR is a strict partial order, and that it is total among transactions that write to the same object); we call this a pre-execution, 2. graphpPq is well-defined, and in particular graphpPq " G,
Let us explain the inequations that define System Σ pGq. Let pX V " VIS, X A " ARq be a solution to System Σ , and define P :" pT , SO, VIS, ARq. Equation (S2), (S6) and (S10) are necessary to ensure that P satisfies the last write wins property; equation (S3) ensures that P satisfies the property rWrites x s ; AR ; rWrites x s Ď VIS for those objects x P Obj such that pρ x , ρ x q P Σ. Equations (S1), (S4), (S7) and (S8) are needed because to ensure that P is a pre-execution; Equation (S5) suffices to ensure that if AR is a strict, total order, then pT G , SO G , VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq. Finally, Equation (S9) is needed to ensure that if AR X Id " H, then there exists
is a solution to System Σ pGq, and that X " pT G , SO G , VIS 1 , AR 1 q P ExecutionspΣq. The proof of Theorem 21 is highly non-trivial, and it is deferred to Appendix D.
We have shown that, given a dependency graph G and a x-specification Σ, determining whether there exists an abstract execution X P ExecutionspΣq such that graphpX q " G amounts to showing that there exists a solution pX V " VIS, X A " ARq of System Σ pGq such that AR X Id Ď H. Since the subset of an irreflexive relation is itself irreflexive, the existence of such a solution is guaranteed if and only if the smallest solution pX V " VIS µ , X A " VIS A q of System Σ pGq is such that AR µ X Id Ď H. § Corollary 22. Let Σ be a simple x-specification; let δ be the function such that for any dependency graph G, δpGq " AR µ , where pX V " VIS µ , X A " AR µ q is the smallest solution to System Σ pGq.
Then modelOfpΣq " modelOfptδuq.
Alternative Proof of Theorem 12. For Theorem 12(1), it suffices to show that, for any G P Graphs, δ SER is a solution to System SER pGq. Theorem 15 ensures that it is also the smallest solution. By Corollary 22, modelOfpΣ SER q " modelOfptδ SER uq. Theorems 12(2),(3) are proved similarly. Incompleteness for Arbitrary x-specifications of Consistency Models. The proof of Theorem 21 relies on the fact that the assumption that the x-specification Σ is simple. It does not apply to non-simple x-specifications, such as Σ T SO`e ven in the case System Σ is extended to a new system System 1 Σ , which contains equations of the form (S5) and (S9) for each guarantee pρ, πq P Σ. § Proposition 23. Recall that Σ TSO`" tpρ Id , ρ TSO q, pρ S , ρ S qu. There exists a dependency graph G for which the minimal solution pX V " VIS, X A " ARq to System
Gq is such that ARXId " H, but there exists no abstract execution X P ExecutionspΣq such that graphpX q " G.
Proof. See Appendix D.2. đ
Conclusion
We have explored the connection between two different styles of specifications for weak consistency models at an algebraic level.We have proposed several laws which we applied to devise several robustness criteria for consistency models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first generic proof technique for proving robustness criteria of weak consistency models. We have shown that, for a particular class of consistency models, our algebraic approach leads to a precise characterisation of consistency models in terms of dependency graphs. In the future, we intend to mechanise our proof technique for inferring robustness criteria. We also plan to continue exploring the space of algebraic laws that connect dependency graphs to abstract execution: our goal, in this respect, is that of giving a precise characterisation for all consistency models, in terms of dependency graphs. Related Work. Abstract executions have been introduced by Burckhardt in [8] to model the behaviour of eventually consistent data-stores; They have been used to capture the behaviour of replicated data types [Gotsman et al., 9] , geo-replicated databases [Cerone et al., 11] and nontransactional distributed storage systems [Viotti et al., 26] .
Dependency graphs have been introduced by Adya [1] ; they have been used since to reason about programs running under weak consistency models. Bernardi et al., used dependency graphs to derive robustness criteria of several consistency models [4] , including PSI and red-blue; in contrast with our work, the proofs there contained do not rely on a general technique. Also, the proposed criterion for red-blue is less precise than ours. Brutschy et al. generalised the notion of dependency graphs to replicated data types, and proposed a robustness criterion for eventual consistency [6] .
Weak consistency also arises in the context of shared memory systems [2] . Alglave et al., proposed the CAT language for specifying weak memory models in [2] , which also specifies weak memory models as a set of irreflexive relations over data-dependencies of executions. Castellan [10] , and Jeffrey et al. [16] , proposed different formalisations of weak memory models via event structures.
The strong correspondence problem ( §5) is also highlighted by Bouajjani et al. in [5] : there the authors emphasize the need for general techniques to identify all the bad patterns that can arise in dependency-graphs like structures. We solved the strong correspondence problem for SI in [12] .
A Exampes of Anomalies
We give examples of several anomalies: for each of the we list those consistency models, among those considered in the paper, that allow the anomaly, and those that forbid it. For the sake of clarity, we have removed from the pictures below a transactions writing the initial version of all objects, and visible to all other transactions. Also, unnecessary visibility and arbitration edges are omitted from the Figure.
Write Skew: Transactions T 1 , T 2 read each the initial value of an object which is updated by the other.
Allowed by: Causal Consistency, Red-blue Consistency, Parallel Snapshot Isolation, TSO, Snapshot Isolation, Forbidden by: Serialisability.
Store Buffer: this anomaly consists of two sessions. In each session, an operation first writes an object, and then it reads the initial value for the object written by the second session.
Allowed by: Causal Consistency, Red-blue Consistency, Parallel Snapshot Isolation, TSO, Forbidden by: Snapshot Isolation, Serialisability. Lost Update: This is the abstract Execution depicted in Figure 1 , which we draw again below. Causality Violation: This anomaly allows a transaction T to observe the updates of another transaction S, without it being able to see other updates from which transaction S depends.
Allowed by: none
Forbidden by: Causal Consistency, Red-blue Consistency, TSO, Parallel Snapshot Isolation, Snapshot Isolation, Serialisability.
VIS VIS VIS
write x : 1 read x : 1 write y : 2 read x : 0 read y : 2
B Session Guarantees and Non-Causal Consistency Models
Throughout the paper we have assumed that abstract executions have strong session guarantees, and respect causality. Here we relax this assumption by introducing session guarantees and causality constraints in the specification of weak consistency models. § Definition 24. A session guarantee is a function σ : 2 TˆT Ñ 2 TˆT such that, for any relation R Ď TˆT, σpRq Ď R?. A causality guarantee is a pair pγ, βq, where γ and β are specification functions.
An extended specification of a consistency model is a triple Σ " ptσ i u iPI , tpγ j , β j qu jPJ , tρ k , π k u kPK q, where I, J, K are (possibly empty) index sets, for any i P I, j J and k P K, σ i is a session guarantee, pγ j , β j q is a causality guarantee, and pρ k , π k q is a consistency guarantee.
Note that the definition of causality and consistency guarantees are the same. However, they play a different role when defining the set of executions admitted by a consistency model. § Definition 25. An abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq conforms to the extended specification ptσ i u iPI , tγ j , β j u jPJ , tpρ k , π k qu kPK if 1. for any i P I, σ i pSOq Ď VIS 2. for any j P J, γ j pH, VISq ; β j pH, VISq Ď VIS, 3. for any k P K, ρ k pH, VISq ; AR ; π k pH, VISq Ď VIS.
Any x-specification can be lifted to an extended one: let σ SS pRq " R, γ CC p_, Rq " pRzIdq 4 . Let also Σ be any x-specification. Then for any abstract X , X P ExecutionspΣq iff X conforms to the extended specification ptσ SS u, tpγ CC , γ CC u, Σq.
An abstract execution X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq with underlying dependency graph graphpX q " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq and conforming to the extended specification ptσ i u iPI , tpγ j , β j qu jPJ , tpρ k , π k qu kPK , satisfies all the Equations of Figure 3 , exception made for equations (c.5), (c.11) and (c.10). Alternative equations induced by session and causality guarantees are listed below:
1.
Ť iPI σ i pVISq Ď VIS, 2. for any j P J, pβ j pH, VISq ; VIS´1q X γpH, TˆT q´1 Ď VIS´1, 3. for any j P J, pVIS´1 ; γ j pH, VISqq X β j pH, TˆT q´1VIS´1.
Equation (1) Therefore it has to be pS
C Additional Proofs of Algebraic Laws and Necessary Acyclicity Conditions
Throughout this Section, we assume that X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq, graphpX q " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq, and H " pT , SOq. § Proposition 26. All the Equations in Figure 3 (a) are satisfied.
Proof. We prove each of the Equations in Figure 3 (a) individually. Throughout the proof, we let
2): note that we can rewrite rT i s " tpT, Sq | T P T 1^S P T 1^T " Su, where i " 1, 2; then rT 1 s ; rT 2 s " tpT, Sq | DV. pT, V q P rT 1 s^pV, Sq | rT 2 su " tpT, Sq | DV. T P T 1^V P T 1^T " V^S P T 2^V P T 2^V " Su " tpT, Sq | T P T 1^S P T 1^S " V^S P T 2^T P T 2 u " tpT, Sq | T P pT 1 X T 2 q^S P pT 1 X T 2 q^pS " T qu " rT 1 X T 2 s (a.3): Suppose that pT, Sq P WRpxq. By Definition, T Q read x : _, hence pT, T q P rReads x s. Also, S P VIS´1 X Writes x Ď Writes x , from which pS, Sq P rWrites x s follows. Thus, pT, Sq P rReads x s ; WRpxq ; rWrites x s; this proves Equation (b.1).
Also, because T P VIS´1pSq, then VIS Ď AR and AR X Id Ď H: by Definition of abstract execution, then T ‰ S. Therefore, WRpxq X Id " H. Now we can rewrite
đ § Proposition 28. Let X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq be a valid abstract execution; then X satisfies Equation (c.8).
Proof. Let T, S be such that T RWpxq Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ S; by Definition, T ‰ S, read x : n P T , write x : m P S for some n, m P N, T Figure 3(c) .
Proof. We have proved that X satisfies Equations (c.6), (c.7), (c.8) and (c.9)in Proposition 13. Equations (c.1), (c.3); and (c.4) are trivial consequences of the definition of abstract execution. Equations (c.5) and (c.2) are satisfied because we are assuming that X has strong session guarantees and respect causality, respectively. Equation (c.12) is a trivial consequence of the fact that, for any relation R Ď TˆT , ; R´1 " tpT, Sq | p pS, T q P Ru; then pR ; R´1q X Id " tpT, T q | DS. pT, Sq P R^pS, T q P R´1u " tpT, T q | DS. pT, Sq P R^ ppT, Sq P Rqu " H It remains to prove Equations (c.10) and (c.11). We only give details for the former, as the latter can be proved in a similar manner.
T V S
VIS VIS VIS VIS
Suppose that T
ÝÝÝÝÑ S. We prove that
ÝÝÝÝÑ Sq, by contradiction. Let then S VIS Ý Ý Ñ T . Because X respects causality,
ÝÝÝÑ S by hypothesis, which causes the contradiction. A graphical representation of the proof is given to the right; here dashed edges are implied by the assumption that S VIS Ý Ý Ñ T . đ We also prove some other laws, derived from the ones in Figure 3 , which will help maintaining the proofs of the theorem in §4 compact. Henceforth, we use the notation R 1
follows from Equation (eq). § Proposition 30. For any set T 1 Ď T ,
Proof. We only give details for Equation (2); the other equations can be proved similarly:
đ § Proposition 32.
Proof. We only give details for Equation (5) . The other equations can be proved similarly.
WR "
pVIS ; VIS´1q Ď pVIS ; VIS´1qzId (10)
Proof. Equation (10) is a trivial consequence of equations (8) and (c.12). For Equation (9) , it suffices to prove that VIS X Id " H, then the result follows from Equation (8) . But this is trivially true: Proof. We only prove Equation (12); the proof for the other equations is similar. 
A consequence of this fact is that RW P AR.
We can now prove that
đ § Proposition 36. Let Σ be a consistency guarantee such that pρ Writesx , ρ Writesx q P Σ, for some object x P Obj. If X P ExecutionspΣq, then
Proof. By instantiating Equations (d.1)for the consistency guarantee pρ x , ρ x q, we obtain that the following equation is valid for X :
Therefore we have that
Ď rWrites x s ; AR ; rWrites x s (24) Ď VIS.
đ § Corollary 37. Let Σ be a consistency model such that pρ Writesx , ρ Writesx q P Σ for any x P Obj. If X P ExecutionspΣq, then
Proof. If X P ExecutionspΣq, then
đ § Corollary 38. Let Σ be a consistency model such that pρ x , ρ x q P Σ for any x P Obj.
đ Proof of Theorem 16. Suppose that X P ExecutionspΣ SI q; recall that for any object x P Obj, pρ x , ρ x q P Σ SI , so that Equation (26) is satisfied by X . Also, pρ Id , ρ CP q P Σ SI ; by instantiating equations (d.1)and (d.2)to this consistency guarantee, we obtain that X satisfies the following inequalities:
Note that these can be strengthened as follows:
AR ; VIS (9) Ď AR ; pVISzIdq (27) Ď VIS (29)
ppVIS ; VIS´1q (10) Ď pVIS ; VIS´1qzId Ď H.
Next, we prove (ii).
To prove the statement, we will also use the following equality: 1)and (d.2) , for the consistency guarantee pρ RB , ρ RB q, we obtan the inequalities rSerTxs ; AR ; rSerTxs Ď VIS, and prSerTxs ; VIS´1 ; rSerTxsqzId Ď AR. We first prove (i): ppSO Y WRq`; RW?q X Id " H.
The rest of the proof shows how to derive (ii). 
We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 19. In practice, we only prove that RW Ď VIS; the rest of the proof can be performed as in the theorems above. We will need the following, trivial observations
By instantiating Equation (d.3) with the guarantee ρ Id , ρ 1 TSO , we obtain pVIS´1 ; ARqzp« H´1 q Ď VIS´1, but « H´1 "« H , hence we can rewrite the latter as pVIS´1 ; ARqz « H Ď VIS´1. Now we 
Proofs of Completeness and Incompleteness Results
Let X Ď Obj and suppose that pρ, πq is a consistency guarantee throughout this section we will work with the (simple) x-specification Σ " tpρ Writesx , ρ Writesx qu xPX Y tpρ, πqu. Recall that an abstract execution X " pE, SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq if and only if 1. it is valid, that is it respects causality, has strong session guarantess, and has the last write win property, 2. for any x P X, rWrites x s ; AR ; rWrites x s; by Equation (23) , this implies that WWpxq Ď VIS, 3. ρpH, VISq ; AR ; πpH, VISq Ď AR; by Equations (d.2), (4), (c.11) and (c.10), we also have that pπpH, VISq ; AR ; ρpH, VISqqzId Ď AR.
By putting the all above together, we get the following: § Theorem 39. Let X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq, and let G :" graphpX q. Then pX V " VIS, X A " ARq is a solution of System Σ pGq, where G " pT , SO, WR, WW, RWq.
D.1 Proof of Theorem 21
Let G " pE, SO, WR, WW, RWq be a dependency graph.
We start the proof by proving theorems 21(1) and 2. This requires defining pre-executions formally: § Theorem 41. Let pX V " VIS, X A " ARq be a solution to System Σ pGq, and suppose that AR X Id " H; then P " pT , SO, VIS, ARq P PreexecutionspΣq.
Also, graphpPq is well defined and equal to G.
The proof of Theorem 41 relies on the following auxiliary result: § Proposition 42. Let pX V " VIS, X A " ARq be a solution of System Σ pGq. If AR X Id is acyclic, then P is a pre-execution.
Proof. Because pX V " VIS, X A " ARq is a solution of System Σ pGq, all the inequalities in the latter are satisfied when substituting the unknowns X V , X A for VIS, AR, respectively. In particular, we have that SO Ď VIS because of Equation (S1), and VIS Ď AR because of Equation (S7). It also implies that VIS X Id Ď AR X Id Ď H: and together with Equation (S4) it ensures that VIS is a strict, partial order. Similarly, the assumption that AR X Id and Equation (S8) imply that AR is a strict, partial order.
It remains to show that P satisfies the Last Write Wins property: to this end, let T P T be a transaction such that T Q read x : n. By Definition 8 there exists a transaction S such that S Q write x : n and S WRpxq Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ T . By Equation (S2), we have that WR Ď VIS, hence S VIS Ý Ý Ñ T . Because S VIS Ý Ý Ñ T and S Q write x : nq, we have that S P pVIS´1pT q X Writes x q, and in particular VIS´1pT q X Writes x q ‰ H.
Let now T
1 , T 2 be two entities such that T 1 P Writes x , T 2 P Writes x and suppose that T
, since we are assuming that AR X Id " H; by the same hypothesis and the fact that AR`Ď AR (as a consequence of Equation (S8)), we obtain that pT
of Equation (S6), WWpxq Ď WW Ď AR, from which it follows that that pT 
By Equation (S6), this implication can be strengthened to an if and only if condition: the relation AR, restricted to transactions in the set Writes x , coincides with WWpxq. A trivial consequence of this fact is that AR is a strict, total order over Writes x . We have also proved that VIS´1pT q X Writes x ‰ H. A consequence of these two facts is that the entity S 1 " max AR pVIS´1pT q X Writes x q is well-defined. It remains to prove that S 1 Q write x : n; to this end, it suffices to show that S " S 1 , from which the claim follows because S Q write x : n. Because S, S 1 P Writes x and WWpxq coincides with the restriction of AR to the set Writes x , we obtain that either S
The first case is not possible, because S P VIS´1pT q X Writes x , and S 1 " max AR pVIS 1 pT q X Writes x q. The second case is also not Ý Ý Ñ S 1 , contradicting the assumption that AR X Id Ď H. We are left with the only possibility S " S 1 , which is exactly what we wanted to prove. đ Proof of Theorem 41. Let pX V " VIS, X A " ARq be a solution to System Σ pGq, and suppose that AR X Id " H. That is, all the inequalities of System Σ pGq are satisfied when the unknowns X V and X A are substituted for VIS, AR, respectively. Let P :" pE, SO, VIS, ARq. By Proposition 42 we know that P is a valid pre-execution. To show that P P PreexecutionspΣq, we need to show the following:
1. for any object x P X, rWrites x s ; AR ; rWrites x s Ď VIS; recall that X is a set of object for which we are assuming that tpρ Writesx , ρ Writesx qu xPX Ď Σ). Let then x P X, and consider two Therefore, P is a valid pre-execution such that rWrites x s ; AR ; Writes x Ď VIS for any x P X, and ρpH, VISq ; AR ; πpH, VISq Ď VIS. Since Σ " tpρ Writesx , ρ Writesx qu xPX Y tpρ, πqu, we have proved that P P PreexecutionspΣq. Let now G 1 " graphpPq. The proof that G 1 is a well-defined dependency graph is analogous to the one given for abstract executions in [12, extended version, Proposition 23] . It remains to prove that G 1 " G; to this end, it suffices to show that for any x P Obj, WR G pxq " WR G 1 pxq, and WW G pxq " WW G 1 pxq.
Let T, S be two entities such that T WR G pxq Ý ÝÝÝÝ Ñ S. By definition, S Q read x : n, and T Q write x : n for some n. Also, let T 1 Q write x : n be the entity such that T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ S, which exists because T 1 Q read x : n. By definition, T 1 " max AR pVIS´1pSq X Writes x q, and in ÝÝÝÝÝÑ S, as we wanted to prove. The fact that RW G " RW G 1 follows from the observation that, for any object x P Obj, RW G pxq "
đ It remains to prove Theorem 21 (3) . Before giving the formal proof of Theorem 21, let us discuss the proof strategy. For the sake of simplicity, given a relation A Ď TˆT , we let pX V " V Σ,G pAq, X A " A Σ,G pAqq denote the least solution of System Σ pGq such that A Ď A Σ,G pAq. Since Σ, G are fixed throughout this section, we commit an abuse of notation and write VpAq instead of V Σ,G pAq, and similarly for A. Also, given a relation R Ď TˆT , we define ' R :" pR Y R´1 Y Idq. The symbol ' R reads as is R-comparable to.
Starting from a solution pX V " VIS, X A " ARq of System Σ pGq, such that AR X Id, we incrementally construct a new solution pVIS 1 , AR 1 q with total AR 1 . We first let VIS 0 :" VIS, AR 0 :" AR and choose two transactions T 0 , S 0 P T such that pT 0 ' A0 S 0 q. which are not related by AR 0 . If such entities do not exist, then AR 0 has to be total. So, we can complete our construction by letting VIS 1 :" VIS 0 , AR 1 :" AR 0 . Otherwise, we compute a new solution of System Σ pGq
By definition, AR 0 Y tpe 0 , f 0 qu Ď AR 1 . If in the new solution the relation AR 1 is total, then we are done. Otherwise, as we will prove shortly, AR 1 is guaranteed to be irreflexive. In that case, we choose two distinct transactions T 1 , S 1 which are not related via AR 1 , and repeat the procedure. Since we are assuming that |T | ă`8, and at each iteration of the procedure we increment the AR component of a solution of System Σ pGq by at least one pair, the procedure is guaranteed to terminate. One possible danger of the construction described above that it may fail to preserve the irreflexivity of AR i and may return a solution AR 1 such that AR 1 X Id ‰ H. However, this possibility does not arise because of how System Σ pGq has been defined, and in particular because of the inequality (S9). § Proposition 43. Let pVIS, ARq be a solution to System Σ pGq such that AR X Id Ď H. Suppose that there exist two transactions T, S P T such that T ‰ S, pT Ý Ý Ñ T clearly contradicts the assumption that pT ' A Sq.
We have proved that A ν X Id " pA Y pA? ; tpT, Squ ; A?qq X Id " pA X Idq Y ppA? ; tpT, Squ ; A?q X Idq Ď H. đ Proof of Theorem 21(3).. Let pX V " V, X A " Aq be a solution of System Σ pGq, and suppose that A X Id " H. We need to show that there exists another solution of System Σ pGq, pX V " V 1 , X A " A 1 q, such that A 1 is a strict, total order. To this end, we define the following procedure: 
Return pV, Aq.
Initially, A X Id " H by assumption. Let pVIS, ARq be one possible pair of relations returned by the procedure above. 5 Note that the procedure terminates, because each iteration of the loop at instruction (1) removes at least one pair from the set tpT, Sq | pT ' A Squ and the loop's condition checks the non-emptiness of this set. Furthermore, by Proposition 43, we know that at each iteration of the loop, the assignments at instruction 1b ensure that the invariant A X Id is mantained. Also, the pair pV, Aq obtained at the end of the loop constitutes a solution to System Σ pGq. Therefore, when instruction (2) is executed, the relation AR " A is such that AR X Id " H, and the pair pX V " VIS, X A " ARq is a solution of System Σ pGq. In particular, AR ; AR Ď AR by Inequation (S8); hence, AR is a strict partial order. Finally, when the procedure exits the loop, tpT, Sq | pT ' AR Squ has to be empty. Thus, AR is total.
It remains to note that, by Theorem 21(1), then pT , SO, VIS, ARq P PreexecutionspΣq; because AR is total, we also have that pT , SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq. Finally, by Theorem 21 (2), we have that graphpT , SO, VIS, ARq " G. This concludes the proof of Theorem 21. đ Proof of Corollary 22. Let X " pT , SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq, and suppose that graphpX q " G. By Theorem 39, we have that pX V " VIS, X A " ARq is a solution of System Σ pGq; since AR X Id Ď H (as AR is a strict, total order), then also the smallest solution pX V " VIS µ , X A " AR µ q of System Σ pGq must be such that AR µ X Id " H. Because the dependency graph G has been fixed arbitrarily, we obtain that modelOfpΣq Ď modelOfptδuq: here δ is the function that maps any dependency graph G 1 into the relation AR
µ q is the smallest solution of System Σ pG 1 q. Now let (X V " VIS µ , X A " AR µ q of System Σ pGq. By Theorem 21, if AR µ X Id " H we know that there exists an abstract execution pT , SO, VIS, ARq P ExecutionspΣq such that graphpX q " G. Because G has been chosen arbitrarily, this implies that modelOfptδuq Ď modelOfpΣq. đ
D.1.1 Proof of Proposition 44.
Proposition 44 is proved in several steps. In the following, the events T, S and the relation A 0 , A, ∆A, ∆V are fixed and defined according to the statement of Proposition 44. Also, we let A ν " A Y pA? ; ∆A ; A?q and V ν " V Y pV? ; ∆V ; V?q. We start by proving the following technical results: § Lemma 45 (∆-Cut). For any relations R, P, Q Ď TˆT we have that pR ; ∆A ; Q ; ∆A ; P q Ď pR ; ∆A ; P q, and pR ; ∆V ; Q ; ∆V ; P q Ď pR ; ∆V ; P q.
Proof. Note that ∆A " tpT, Squ for some T, S P T . It follows that pT 1 , S 1 q P pR ; ∆A ; Q ; ∆A ; Rq if and only if T We refer to the first inequality as right ∆-extraction, and to the second inequality as left ∆-extraction. § Lemma 48 (∆-extraction (π case)). The first inequality holds because ρpH, Vq Ď V? Ď A?, which itself follows from Lemma ?? and the inequality (S7). The second inequality uses the inequality (S8). The other part of this lemma can be proved similarly. đ The next step needed to prove Proposition 44 is that of verifying that the pair pV ν , A ν q satisfies all the inequalities in System Σ pGq. The next propositions show that this is indeed the case. § Proposition 50.
Recall that V " VpA 0 q, A " ApA 0 q. We have to prove that V ν " V Y pV? ; ∆V ; V?q Ď A Y pA? ; ∆A ; A?q " A ν . By the inequality (S7) we have that V Ď A Ď A Y pA? ; ∆A ; A?q. Hence, it remains to prove that V? ; ∆V ; V? Ď A Y pA? ; ∆A ; A?q. By the inequality (S4), we have that V ; V Ď V. Therefore, we can apply Lemma ??, and conclude that ρpH, Vq, πpH, Vq Ď V?. By applying inequality (S7) we also obtain that V? Ď A?, and by using inequality (S8) we can also conclude that A? ; A? Ď A?. We can apply all these inequalities to obtain 
Let L be the term on the LHS of the inequality (54). First we redistribute the union in the leftmost and rightmost terms of the overall composition in Proof. Let L "`πpH, V ν q ; V ν ? ; RW ; V ν? ; ρpH, V ν q˘zId. We need to prove that L Ď A ν . By applying a ∆-extraction to the right (Lemma 48) in πpHV ν q, and a ∆-extraction to the left in ρpH, V ν q, we obtain that L " ppπpH, Vq Y pA? ; ∆A ; A? ; πpH, Vq ; V?qq ; V ν ? ; RW ; V ν ? ; pρpH, Vq Y pV? ; ρpH, Vq ; A? ; ∆A ; A?zId.
We apply the distributivity of union over composition, and we exploit the fact that for any relation We prove that L i Ď A Y pA? ; ∆A ; A?q " A ν for all i P t1,¨¨¨, 4u. Here we provide the details only for the L 1 Ď A ν case; the other cases can be handled similarly. First, note that V ν ? " pV Y pV? ; ∆V ; V?qq? " V? Y pV? ; ∆V ; V?q. We unfold the two instances of V ν and apply the distributivity of union over composition. This leads to Proposition 54 establishes that V ν Ď VpAY∆Aq, A ν Ď V Γ pAY∆Aq. To prove that VpAY∆Aq Ď V ν , A Γ pA Y ∆Aq Ď A ν , it suffices to show that pX V " V ν , X A " A ν q is a solution to System Σ pGq. This amounts to showing that all the inequalities in System Σ pGq are satisfied, when the variables X V and X A are replaced with V ν and A ν , respectively.
Obviously we have that WR Ď V Ď V ν , and SO Ď V Ď V ν , and Ť tWWpxq | pρ x , ρ x q P Σu Ď V Ď V ν : the inequalities(S2), (S1) and (S3) are satisfied. The validity of the inequality (S4) follows from Corollary 46, while the validity of the inequality (S5) has been proved in Proposition 51.
The inequality (S6) is satisfied because WW Ď A Ď A ν , and the inequality (S7) has been proved in Proposition 50. The validity of the inequality (S8) also follows from Corollary 46. Finally, the inequalities (S9) and (S10) are satisfied, as we have proved in propositions 52 and 53. đ
D.2 Remarks on Incompleteness for non-Simple Specifications
For non-simple specifications, we can define a revised system of equations System 1 Σ pGq, as follows: 
Note that, for a simple consistency model Σ, System Σ p¨q " System 1 Σ p¨q. One could then ask whether a variant of Theorem 21 holds for all x-specifications, relatively to System 1 pΣq. We show that this is not the case.
In particular, we consider the x-specification Σ TSO`" tpρ Id , ρ TSO q, pρ S , ρ S qu: for such a xspecification, and for G P Graphs, System
Gq is defined as follows: 
We consider the dependency graph G depicted below: transactions marked as serialisable are The least solution to System Σ TSO`p Gq is pX V " V, X A " Aq, where:
V " tpT 0 , T q, pT 0 , Squ A " tpT 0 , T q, pT 0 , Sq, pS 1 , T q, pT 1 , Squ clearly A X Id Ď H. However, there exists no abstract execution X P ExecutionspΣ TSO`q such that graphpExecutionsq " G. The proof of this claim is by contradiction. Suppose that X P ExecutionspΣ TSO`q , and graphpX q " G. Then pX V " VIS, X A " ARq is a solution to System 
